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中文課程簡介 Chinese Course Descriptions
Program: 領導力研究文憑 Graduate Certificate of Leadership
Course 1: GL5545 轉型領導力的根基 Foundations of Transformational Leadership
This course will present the framework of building holistic leaders, and under this
framework, explores the biblical principles for servant leadership including a discussion
of the inner life, character of a leader and the process God uses to develop a leader. The
course will focus on an understanding of transformation and hopefully assist the
student forward in that very process. This transformation will be seen as a key to effective
godly leadership in the kingdom of God. In addition, this course will also examine a
leader’s calling, vision casting abilities, and ability to shepherd people forward in this
modeled transformation.
Course 2: GL7547 領袖之內在旅程 The Leader’s Inner Journey
The effectiveness of a leader is directly proportionate to his willingness to acquire inner health
and transformation, in the context of community. In essence, a leader cannot lead beyond his
awareness, authentic transformation and maturity. This course is designed to help the student
to take a deeper look toward the goals of self-awareness, Spirit-led discovery, inner health and
growth, and to achieve balance of emotional maturity and spiritual maturity in the process. This
course also helps the student to discover his unique gifting, to develop it into personal strength,
and to find the appropriate platform for application, that he might truly lead a life pleasing to
God.
Course 3: GL7549 團隊領導之動力 Dynamics of Team Leadership
This course examines elements contributing to the dysfunctions of a team in the absence of
open communication such as: fear of conflict leading to superficial harmony, lack of
commitment to the team, avoidance of accountability and inattention to result. On the positive
side, this course explores the dynamics of effective team leadership with a focus on developing
highly effective teams of interdependent people who choose to cooperate to achieve
extraordinary results. Students will learn trust building, embrace productive conflict, peer-topeer commitment, mutual accountability, and focusing on team result. This course also
explores the effect of individual personality on the overall effectiveness of the team.

Course 4: GL6570 異象，使命和組織果效 Vision, Mission and Organizational Effectiveness
The effectiveness of an organization is determined by its well defined mission, clear vision,
biblical God-centered core values and effective strategy of implementation. This course will
guide the student on a process of fulfilling the organizational mission by combing the ability to
interpret culture, define core values and implement a simple uncluttered process to generate
the mission, vision and strategy for the given organization. This course will also help the student
to see that the desired end result is not produced by the respective programs alone, but rather
by the movement through the programs.

Course 5: GL7556 使命式職場事工 Missional Marketplace Ministry
The call for Christians to be salt and light is most pressing in the marketplace where they
connect with other people every day. Hence, it is important for the church to reevaluate its
discipleship focus in order to meet the real need of its people to act as salt and light in the
community. This course is intended to help the student recognize the importance of
marketplace ministry and to reclaim the church’s role in supporting, training, and
commissioning the laity to serve in the marketplace. The purpose is to strengthen business
leaders in their calling to the marketplace and to align their work with God’s purposes.
Course 6: GL6580 溝通與衝突管理 Communication and Conflict Management
The Gospel is good news of reconciliation with God and men. However, personal conflict is
evident in every family, church and work place without exception. The fact is certain amount of
conflict is unavoidable, and without skills in conflict resolution, broken relationship would not be
healed. This course offers an explanation of the tensions that develop into conflict within an
organization, and provides biblical principles on the process of resolving conflict, instead of
fueling it. Introductory processes will be studied, in order to equip the student for leading people
through constructive conflict, resulting in an opportunity for life transformation.

Program: 基督教神學研究文憑 Graduate Certificate of Theology
Course 1: TH5309 簡要系統神學 Essential of Systematic Theology
This course will survey the outline of Christian theology in Western history. The following
doctrines will be covered: Trinity, Christology, Holy Spirit, Soteriology, Church and Eschatology.
Our special focus is on Holy Spirit, Church and Eschatology which are pertinent to the issues of
socio-political and economics changes. This course will enable the students to develop a basic
framework for the inquiry of other courses in this program.

Course 2: TH5304 聖經神學 Introduction to Biblical Theology
The scope of this course will include major ideas of Biblical theology in the context of social and
political issues in Church ministry. The students will learn and acquire the basic skills of biblical
interpretation in order to study relevant passages as the biblical foundation to understanding of
social and political issues. This course will also introduce biblical interpretation of contemporary
political theology.

Course 3: TH7324 政治神學 Philosophy and Christianity: Political Theology
This course surveys the major thinkers of western political theology and their philosophies.
Classical thinkers are St. Augustine and John Calvin, with Machiavelli and Thomas Hobbes in
later times. Major teachings and issues of political theology will be explored, summarized and
correlated to Christian theology and church mission. Our focus will be in the context of Chinese
society and churches, and will seek to apply insights and understanding learned in this course to
the political issues faced by Chinese Christians.

Course 4: TH5314 教會論與末世論 Ecclesiology and Eschatology
This course will cover basic ideas of ecclesiology and eschatology in Western theology, with
special concern for the Asian and Chinese context. The students will study how Western
ecclesiology and eschatology are adapted in the history of Chinese churches. A survey of the
varieties of doctrine of church in historical denominations in mainland China and Asia will also
be included.

Course 5: CE7580 文化、處境化與教育事工 Culture, Contextualization and Teaching
This is a study of the relationship between Chinese churches and social change, in order to
equip ministers and Christians to be effective agents of Gospel mission, while still remaining
faithful to the Gospel of Christ. The scope of this course includes basic missiology, sociology of
religion, social change in various forms, and the concept of priest, prophet and king in the
doctrine of church. Examples of success and failure in missiological history will be examined and
discussed.

Course 6: TH7323 世界觀與基督教：亞洲處境 Worldview and Christianity: Asian Context
The focus of this course is on the social analysis of Chinese churches in North America and Asia,
in relation to their socio-economic and political development. The areas of study include North
America, mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, and

Indonesia. Students are given the option to choose their own areas or countries of study with
the aim of understanding the social context of the local church ministry and effective
promotion of Gospel mission.

